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It is proposed to incorporate "intuition" into large complex used successfully in future simulations to enhance the chances of victory.
multivariate nonlinear C31 systems requiring stochastic or proba- Perhaps these methods will be useful for SDI BM/C 31 systems as well.
bilistic treatment, i.e.. to seek regions of variable-space where Section VI discusses how these tools might be used as decision-making
more local analytic resources can be optimally allocated. These aids in a C31 system in real time combat situations.
mathematical techniques have been utilized for a variety of other
systems. ranging from neuroscience, to nuclear physics. to financial I emphasize that these methods have not been previously applied to C3
markets. The experiences gained by detailing each of these sys- systems, although they have been tested in other systems. Very approxi-
tems offers specific insights by which to approach C31 systems. mately. this approach can be considered a nonlinear stochastic generalization of
Lanchester theory. 124]
I. INTRODUCTION II. ANATOMY VS. PHYSIOLOGY OF C31
Even without having agreement on just what is C31. there is widespread
criticism that we do not spend enough on C31 relative to what we spend on A typical C31 organization-chart-e.g.. Sense. Process. Decide. Act.
specific weapons systems. [11 The Eastport Study Group 121 has made this Analysis. Environment. etc.-might well be useful for allocating resources to
issue its primary concern with regard to the SDI program. There is also an build a system for combat, or even be useful for developing training methods to
everpresent problem of weighing the political and military aspects between keep each component fit and ready for battle. However, especially in this sim-
hierarchical and distributed design of C31, the former being politically desirable ple example, it is easy to intuit that this outline is not directly useable in actual
and appropriate for deterministic or modestly stochastic operations, and the combat, since in a real-time situation, only a small subset of these parameters.
latter being more appropriate for severely stochastic systems. [31 Future battle possibly even an entirely new subset aggregated from those given is of immedi
management, e.g.. as being investigated by the SDI program, certainly must ate concern to a commander.
consider distributive adaptive C31 for severely stochastic systems. 12] Establishing the function (physiology) of C31 systems seems today to be
In this paper I will outline an interdisciplinary approach that is attempting at least as much an art as a science. However. this function is extremely
to piece together a specific coherent C31 model that may yield insights into C31 important. as it defines the actual variables, or order parameters, that a com-mander requires in combat operations.systems most appropriate for severely stochastic combat operations. mander requires in combat operations.
Section 11 motivates the necessity of formulating "order parameters" For example, in the context that there is much to learn for C31 systems
relevant to specific situations, which views the physiology (function) of C31 sys- from the function of the human brain, there is a counterpart to the three levels
tems as complementary to their anatomy (structure). by outlining a theory of of processing in processes of attention. I refer to three levels of attention
personal combat. 14-7]1 There can be no pretense that personal combat is required in personal combat between highly skilled opponents. As a first
equivalent to international combat, but there are some similarities that deserve approximation. time resources are roughly equivalent to distance between
mention. opponents.
Section III outlines a theory I have formulated of mesoscopic and macros- At a "far" distance. i.e.. beyond the distance at which either side can
copic brain function, derived from microscopic synaptic chemical-electrical touch the other within a single movement, there is so much uncertainty as to
interactions. 18-151 Since many investigators now find it useful to use brain future possibilities, that the only realistic techniques called upon are strategic
function as a metaphor for other processes they perceive to be present in their feints and "themes" of sparring, often categorized by five elements (earth, air.
own disciplines, it is relevant to discuss the actual brain and the processes by fire, water. void), to cause and break rhythms in the opponent. 171 This is akin
which it performs "Biological Intelligence" (BI). The mathematical formalism to a gross macroscopic perception of the engagement.
used turns out to describe a parallel processing of mesoscopic information in a At a 'medium" distance. i.e.. just within the distance at which either
distributed adaptive system that we know exists, and that we know to be side can strike each other with a single movement, skills required are strategic
robust under many changes in its internal and external environments. Indeed, and tactical feint-defense-attack combinations composed of arhythmic spurts
in many circumstances, especially those requiring pattern recognition under of several techniques, somewhat similar to the "middle' game of chess. with
uncertainty. 116-181 BI is still superior to Al which typically requires a deter- the dimension of time thrown in. [4-7] This is akin to a mesoscopic perception
ministic and hierarchical spine on which to grow tree- and loop-like of the engagement, wherein the order parameters are the individual combina-
strurtures. toric phrases rather than their individual techniques.
These technical methods are quite general. and I also have applied them At a "close" distance, i.e.. within the distance at which either side can
to nuclear physics - detailing Riemannian contributions to the binding energy reach or lunge with elbows and knees, one must function within critical reaction
of nucleons interacting via exchanges of mesons. 119-22] and to financial times of very few tenths of a second. At this microscopic perception it is more
markets - defining an approach to explain various phenomena such as lep- sheer power and chance than strategy or even tactics. that determines the out-
tokurtosis. the biasing of price data. [231 These systems are all quite different come. as only simple repeated firings of techniques are realistic.
in their natures, but they do share a common approach by these methods of Some other interesting analogies between C31 systems and personal com-
nonlinear nonequilibrium statistical mechanics. The nuclear physics system bat can be drawn. In order to be effective within tenths of a seconds against
illustrates how patterns of information can be represented by eigenfunctions of strong opponents. one must train to have distributed control at many stages of
the probability distribution. The markets system illustrates how the mesos- the C3 1-karate organization. Visual and auditory senses must be trained to
copic scale can be formulated phenomenologically. without the luxury of deriv- receive information in parallel with somatic senses actively seeking information.
ing it from a microscopic system as was done for the neocortical system. Imaginary scenarios and forecasts must be made in parallel with decisions being
Section IV outlines how the mathematics used for BI can be used to made in real time. The trained body must coordinate itself to perform tech-
develop a distributive adaptive system capable of processing more general types niques. just using quite general constraints imposed by these decisions: there
of information relevant to C31. are many techniques that might accomplish similar goals, but the choice of
Section V discusses work in progress in which we are attempting to use technique does not seem to made by one central command center.
BI to fit data from combat training simulations. We are using these simula- Perhaps the most important analogy to stress emphasize. and that I will
tions because data is available to fit our theory. and because we can then test also stress in my outline of my work in neocortex. is that the concept of "scal-
our theory by seeing if the dynamic probability distribution we develop can be ing" should be applied to C31 systems to determine the relevant order parame-
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ters describing levels of distributed command and control. r T
III. BIOLOGICAL INTELLIGENCE (BI) exp(-ojFj)
1. Introduction-Theory vs. Model expFi+exp(-Fj)
BI demonstrates the physiology of neocortex. Proper treatment of non- Vj- ajk vjk
linearities demonstrates how multiple hypotheses are generated and processed k
by STM. Similarly, it should be expected that useful decision aids to com- - 1/2
manders will require robust C3 1 nonlinear models of previous combat opera- · (Vk 2+ij'. 2
tions. L '
Modern technology has made it possible to detail actual properties of 1
many physical and biological nonlinear nonequilibrium systems, i.e.. in contrast aj,=-A,,j(k4l)+Bj . (1)
to performing otherwise important investigations of (quasi-)linearized approxi- 2
mate models. Typically. the price paid for this detail is that a set of comple- This is true for F Poisson, and for I Poisson or Gaussian. Vj is the axonal
mentary approaches, sometimes mutually exclusive, must be used for particular depolarization threshold. vjk is the induced synaptic polarization of E or I type
aspects. 1251 C31 and neocortex present similar challenges. at the axon, and 0jk is its variance. The efficacy ajk, related to the inverse con-
A series of publications has detailed a statistical mechanics approach to ductivity across synaptic gaps, is composed of a contribution A,j from the con-
macroscopic regions of neocortex, derived from statistical aggregates of micros- nectivity between neurons which is activated if the impinging k-neuron fires,
copic neurons, i.e., a statistical mechanics of neocortical interactions and a contribution Bik from spontaneous background noise.
(SMNI). 18-14] As found necessary for other nonlinear nonequilibrium sys-
tems. a mesoscopic scale is sought to develop a Gaussian-Markovian statistics
for further macroscopic development. 126,27] This mesoscopic scale is found in As is found for most nonequilibrium systems. a mesoscopic scale is
the observed physiology of columnar interactions. Long-term-memory (LTM) required to formulate the statistical mechanics of the microscopic system, from
properties and the duration and capacity of short-term-memory (STM). i.e., which the macroscopic scale can be developed. 1261 Neocortex is particularly
the "7±2 rule." have been derived from multiple minima of a nonlinear Lagran- interesting in this context in that a clear scale for the mesoscopic system
gian (time-dependent and space-dependent "cost function"): the alpha exists, both anatomically (structurally) and physiologically (functionally).
frequency and velocity of propagation of columnar information-processing. "Minicolumns" of about NM100 neurons (about 200 in visual cortex) comprise
consistent with observed movements of attention across the visual field, have modular units vertically oriented relative to the warped and convoluted neocorti-
been derived in linearized ranges within these minima. cal surface throughout most, if not all, regions of neocortex. 143-47] Clusters
Coarse-graining is an important general method of treating nonlinear of about 100 neurons have been deduced to be reasonable from other considera-
nonequilibrium statistical systems, e.g.. in order to develop Gaussian- tions as well. 148] The overwhelming majority of neuronal interactions are
Markovian probability distributions. Also, less resources are required to pro- short-ranged, diverging out via efferent minicoiumnar fibers to within -1 mm,
cess the coarser variables, which is efficient if that is all that is required for which is the extent of a "macrocolumn" comprising -10 minicolumns of
macroscopic function. The theory capable of treating these systems requirebit rather specific information-
mathematical tools only developed in the late 1970's, 128-391 including quite processing features. This theory has retained the divergence:convergence of
general nonlinear nonequilibrium structures into previously linear treatments of minicolumn:macrocolumn efferent:afferent interactions by considering domains
Gaussian-Markovian systems. 140] of minicolumns as having similar synaptic interactions within the extent of a1401, macrocolumn. This dynamically macrocolumnar-averaged minicolumn isThis theory is geared to explain macroscopic neocortical activity, retain-
ing as much correct description of underlying microscopic synaptic activity as 2
can be carried by modern mathematical physics, which turns out to be sufficient This being the empirical situation, it is interesting that N10 is just the
for several important circumstances. Only after this process is completed. are right order of magnitude to permit a formal analysis using methods of
approximate numerical and algebraic methods applied to solve the resulting mathematical physics just developed for statistical systems in the late
mathematics. It is at this stage that modelling is most useful. The 1980's 1970's. 134.37] N is small enough to permit nearest-neighbor (NN) interac-
already have demonstrated that many systems require the use of several com- tions to be formulated, such that interactions between mesocolumns are small
plementary algebraic and numerical algorithms to detail several scales of enough to be considered gradient perturbations on otherwise independent meso-
interaction. [25] Neocortex is not unique in requiring several approaches, nor is columnar firing states. This is consistent with rather continuous spatial gra-
it unique in requiring it own unique algorithms, dient interactions observed among columns. [49] and with the basic hypothesis
that nonrandom differentiation of properties among broadly tuned individual
For example. without sufficient mathematical or physical justification neurons coexists with functional columnar averages representing superpositions
many models assume (quasi-)linear deterministic rate equations-analogous to . .with ..of patterned information. 150] This is a definite mathematical convenience. else
conserved quadratic "Hamiltonians"-to postulate "average" neurons, thereby a macrocolumn of _103 minicolumns would have to be described by a system
neglecting statistical and stochastic background interactions, nonlinearities of minicolumns with up to sixteenth order next-nearest neighbors. Also, N is
induced by interactions among neurons, and spatial-temporal statistics of large large enough to permit the derived binomial distribution of afferent minicolum-
ensembles of these interacting neurons. In fact, these nonlinearities and statis- nar firing states to be well approximated by a Gaussian distribution, a luxury
tics are essential mechanisms of STM. [11.13] and possibly of alpha rhythm not afforded to an "average" neuron even in this otherwise similar physical
observed in electroencephalographic (EEG) and magnetoencephalographic context. Finally. mesocolumnar interactions are observed to take place via one
(MEG) 1411 activity. [12] These results are not obtained by "fitting" theoreti- to several relays of neuronal interactions, so that their time scales are similarly
cal parameters mocking neuronal mechanisms to empirical data. Rather, these r5-10 msec.
results are obtained by taking reasonable synaptic parameters, developing the
statistical mechanics of neocortical interactions, and then discovering that After statistically shaping the microscopic system. the parameters of the
indeed they are consistent with the empirical macroscopic data. Other models mesoscopic system are minicolumnar-averaged synaptic parameters. i.e..
which have offered plausible brain mechanisms can be processed by this theory, reflecting the statistics of millions of synapses with regard to their chemical
extending their ranges of validity. [8.9] and electrical properties. Explicit laminar circuitry, and more complicated
synaptic interactions, e.g., dependent on all combinations of presynaptic and
2. Description of Theory postsynaptic firings, can be included without loss of detailed analysis. 110]
The mathematical development of mesocolumns establishes a mesoscopic
Microscopic Neurons Lagrangian L, which may be considered as a "cost function." The Einstein
When describing the activity of large ensembles of neocortical neurons, summation convention is used for compactness, whereby any index appearing
each one typically having many thousands of synaptic interactions it is a rea- more than once among factors in any term is assumed to be summed over.
sonable assumption that simple algebraic summation of excitatory (E) depolari- unless otherwise indicated by vertical bars, e.g., G 
zations and inhibitory (I) hyperpolarizations at the base of the inner axonal P=nP'JM'(r t+,)I M (r';t)
membrane determine the firing depolarization response of a neuron within its
absolute and relative refractory periods. [421 N
This is straightforwardly mathematically summarized. Within rj~5-10 =- 1 aJ-ME (r: t+-r)4 aJ-M(r;t+r)' f-p
msec, the conditional probability that neuron j fires, given its previous interac- jE I , I
tions with k neurons, is
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T
~n(2irrg6 6 12G"exp(-Nr:L G) . sidered when dealing with multivariate nonlinear systems. Very fortunate for
this theory, the necessary mathematical techniques for handling such systems6 were developed by physicists is the late 1970's. and this neuroscience problem
Pt4(2irr) 1 12 g 1 1 2 exp(-NrL) . is the first physical system that used these methods.
1 6 G '6n~ ' G'"g g.GMGG~ / 6 To capture a flavor of some of the mathematical technicalities, consider
L ~= (2N) -~(M -g g6 M - )+MJ1(2Nr~)-V'~ ~that there exists a transformation to the midpoint discretization. in which theI' I..IGo lPVMG 2 ,6 1 ', G standard rules of differential calculus hold for the same distribution in terms of
G~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~a transformed L, defined as a Feynman Lagrangian LF.
gG=-r-l(M N'+N tanhFG) M(M M) (6)
GG' ·- 1 G'-1 G6 26 2g =(g.) = r N sech F666gGG G 7 N ech F~~~~~~~ I.e.. expanding all prepoint-discretized functions about the midpoint (t+0/2
g=det(gGG.) , above) introduces many additional terms, which are recognized as having the
IvI6'G NG-Ai 6I IG Gsame structure of a Riemannian geometry induced on the M variables. These
(V6 -a' vl N6' A' v' M') will be specified in more detail in Section IV.2.
G 2F-(·r(v/. 12 ,.I,2,,I l., 1 _ Using the midpoint discretization, the variational principle offers insight.
(ir-[(VG ) 2+(O~' J(aG N +-AG6 . but the prepoint discretization does not contain explicit Riemannian terms. The
6 ~~~1 6 6 ~2nonlinear variances considerably complicate the algebra required. Riemanniano I G G ~a. =-AG ,+B' (2) 1 geometry facilitates, but is not necessary, to derive these results. The Rieman-~~~~~~~~2 G G ~~~~~~~~~nian geometry is a reflection that the probability distribution is invariant under
where Ag. and BG. are minicolumnar-averaged inter-neuronal synaptic effica- general nonlinear transformations of these variables. In other words, the same
cies. vg. and O'G are averaged means and variances of contributions to neu- information content can be expressed in a variety of ways. For example, sen-
ronal electric polarizations, and NN interactions V' are detailed in other SMNI sory cortex may transmit information to motor cortex, although they have
papers. somewhat different neuronal structures or neuronal languages. Information can
be transmitted between "different-looking'" regions, e.g.. between motor cor-
Macroscopic Regions tex and sensory cortex:
Inclusion of all the above microscopic and mesoscopic features of neocor- I= DM Pln(P/P) . (7)
tex permits a true nonphenomenological Gaussian-Markovian formal develop- 
ment for macroscopic regions encompassing ~5x105 minicolumns of spatial
extent -5x10 /jm , albeit one that is still highly nonlinear and nonequilibrium. 3. Applications
The development of mesocolumnar domains presents conditional probability Several papers have described in detail how this theory can be used to
distributions for mesocolumnar firings with spatially coupled NN interactions. advantage. 18-141 These applications provide a conceptual framework for
The macroscopic spatial folding of these mesoscopic domains and their macros- treating other similar systems. e.g.. those of C31.
copic temporal folding of tens to hundreds of r-, with a resolution of at least
TIN. 111] yields a true path-integral formulation, in terms of a Lagrangian pos- (A) Intuitive view of statistical analyses. Three-dimensional views oversessing a bonea tide variational principle for most-probable firing states. At E-I of the stationary Lagrangian offers an intuitive 'potential" description ofsessing a bona fide variational principle for most-probable firing states. At nootclitrcindtiiglclmnm n aia 91]Sc ar
this point in formal development. no continuous-time approximation has yet neocortical interactions, detailing local minima and maxima. 19.10] Such pair-the e ti ia doe, r uicantion.uorusme applxicmations dascyedt wise presentation of variables offers an intuitive and accurate estimate of rela-neen made this is done. with clear justification. for some applications discussed tive probabilities and variances associated with multiple minima.in the next section. This is relevant, e.g.. to the possibility of chaotic behavior
in neocortex, 110] which, neglecting NN interactions. is essentially a time- (B) Inclusion of global circuitry. The path-integral formalism permits
discretized. two-dimensional (M G). dissipative, stochastic system. Much of straightforward extension of this development to include constraints on short-
this algebra is greatly facilitated by. but does not require, the use of Rieman- ranged mesocolumnar interactions induced by long-ranged fibers of greater
nian geometry to develop the nonlinear means, variances, and "potential" con- spatial extent than macrocolumnar distances, e.g., long-ranged excitatory
tributions to the Lagrangian. [37] fibers from ipsilateral association, contralateral commissural, and thalamocorti-
The mathematical macroscopic development proceeds by "folding" the cal processes. [9.10] Such constraints may be viewed as global commandsissued to mesoscopic domains, which must use their own internal algorithms onmesoscopic probability distribution over and over, in time 8.6G ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~their microscopic units to meet these constraints.
M=[M ()(tt)-M 6 t)]/e e< ,. (3) (C) Processing of patterned information. Firing states linearized about
and in a space ~ -~5x10s macrocolumns ~ 5x109 m2. For momentary sim- stationary firing states, give rise to simple eigenfunction expansions of the
plicity, consider the folding of just one variable M at just one spatial point over macroscopic probability distribution. [8.9] These eigenfunctions are to be iden-
many time epochs: Labelling u intermediate time epochs by s. i.e.. tified with the algebraic vector spaces utilized to great advantage by other
t,=t,--sat. in the limits lim,,- adlmand Iim . (tnd assuming M, 0=M() and investigators, [51.52] but not derived by them from realistic synaptic interac-tst-S~,in telmislmo andim,_5. and assuming M% =MtoanM,=M(t=tJt ) are fixed, tions respecting the nonlinear statistical nature of this dynamic system. Thisidentification will permit detailed numerical calculation of associative learning.
f-AttlS··- dM, ,-M_2A d +A~ ~retrieval and storage of memories. etc. For example, the accuracy of retrievalPIOMt I M j J f dM1-AtdM1-2A ... of a specific pattern is directly proportional to the overlap of a STM
xP[M,[ MI,.A,]PIM,.AI Mt 2At,]x . . .P[Mj,_ .1,] . "search"-eigenfunction with a long-term memory (LTM) stored eigenfunc-tion. These eigenfunctions may encompass various degrees of neural
P[IMI M]=,I" . DMexlp(- L . mass. [50] ranging from minicolumns, to aggregates of mesocolumns coupledPi M, I j ]='' /. Dep- _ zt),by NN interactions, to regions coupled by long-ranged fibers.
s=O
More specifically. learning and retrieval mechanisms can be developed by
DM~= 22j 1t) 2 2At dM1 . first determining expansion coefficients of eigenfunction expansions of the dif-DM= (27Fr~: a t)-U/2 ]-[ (2~ro~: t)-U/2d,D =2rt) 5=1( 7i ferential Fokker-Planck distributions. e.g.. considering stationary states as
N d~-~~ nM.. ~~- n~~M.~I-M~~ Hermite polynomials in neighborhoods of minima. Although this is a reason-
f dM-~ A M.,M O M= M,o= M%.M =M, ,(4) ably large computer calculation, similar calculations of greater computational
0a~~~~~~i~~ ~~~difficulty have been performed many years ago, e.g.. when calculating quantumstates of Schrbdinger wave-functions of nucleon-nucleon scattering and ofwhere a labels the range of N values of M. Extension to multiple variables. nuclear matter. using realistic forces-i.e., quite nonlinear nucleon-nucleon
e.g.. G = E and I. and to many cells, e.g.. a region of mesocolumns. is dis- forces derived from meson-exchange forces. [19] The Fokker-Planck equationcu~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ocs dried fro meston-ecag forces [1[Te FokkrPaceutocussed in Section IV.2 below. is quite similar to the Schrldinger equation. and this analogy recently has been
Mesocolumns were derived in a "prepoint" discretization, e.g.. used to great advantage, to apply the modern methods used here for neocortex
6 ,G= MG(te_0)_Mt t1/ 1 to determine Riemannian contributions to nuclear forces. 20-22] These
methods can be very useful for classical systems as well.
g,=g6 1M6 (t).t]. (5) (D) Phase transitions and Catastrophes. Higher-order polynomial
There are a number of non-trivial t chnical points which must be con- expansions about stationary states yield Ginsburg-Landau expressions, from
239There are a number of non-trivial technical points which must be on-
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which first-order and second-order phase transitions can be exhibited, if they be capable of more efficient encoding and retrieval of STM, and while they may
exist. [10.53] The polynomial expansions, with coefficients derived from empiri- be more efficient in "chunking" larger patterns of information into single items,
cal synaptic parameters, are a starting point from which to apply methods of nevertheless also are limited to a STM capacity of 7i-2 items. [60] This "rule"
Catastrophe Theory, e.g., as discussed by Alex Woodcock at this conference, is verified for acoustical STM. but for visual or semantic STM, which typically
Such investigations can offer insights into mechanisms that severely alter the require longer times for rehearsal in an hypothesized articulatory loop of indivi-
global context of a system. dual items. STM capacity may be limited to as few as two or three
(E) Coding of long-term-memory. A precise scenario of neocortical chunks. 161] This STM capacity-limited chunking phenomena also has been
information processing is detailed, from coding of long-ranged firings from noted with items requiring varying depths and breadths of processing. [5-
stimuli external to a macrocolumn by short-ranged mesocolumnar firings, to 7.16.17] Another interesting phenomena of STM capacity explained by this
STM storage via hysteresis. and to LTM storage via plastic deformation. 110] theory is the primacy vs. recency effect in STM serial processing, wherein
In contrast to the appear nce of multiple minima in the interior of M-space, first-learned items are recalled most error-free, with last-learned items stillIn contrast to the appearance of multiple minima in the interior of M -space,
which are candidates for multiple STM under conditions of sensitive adjustment more error-free than those in the middle. [62]
of synaptic interactions, (see sub-Section G below), [111] typically one or at STM is the mechanism by which neocortex holds multiple hypotheses for
most a few minima appear at the corners of M -space, corresponding to all further processing. Multiple minima of Lagrangians modeling similar systems
C-neurons collectively firing or not firing. 1101 When these corner minima are can be similarly analyzed. Contour plots of the stationary Lagrangian, L. for
present, they are typically much deeper than those found for the interior typical synaptic parameters balanced between predominately inhibitory and
minima, corresponding to longer-lived states with properties of hysteresis predominately excitatory firing states, are examined at many scales when the
rather than simple jumps. These corner minima are therefore candidates for background synaptic noise is only modestly shifted to cause both efferent and
LTM phenomena. Similar properties of corner minima in simpler models of afferent mesocolumnar firing states to have a common most-probable firing,
neocortex have been shown to satisfy properties desirable for multistable per- centered at 111]
¢eption [54] and for collective computational properties. [55] LTM illustrates MG=M`G (12)
the adaptive capabilities of neocortex, a featur- very useful for other distributed M M 0
systems. Within the range of synaptic parameters considered, for values of rL~10 - 2, this
(F) Wave-propagation dispersion relations and alpha frequency. Only "centering" mechanism causes the appearance of from 5 to 10-11 extrema for
after the multiple minima are established, then it may be useful to perform values of -L on the order of 102. In the absence of external constraints and
linear expansions about specific minima specified by the Euler-Lagrange varia- this centering mechanism. no stable minima are found in the interior of MG
tional equations. This permits the development of stability analyses and space I.e., the system either shuts down, with no firings, or it becomes epilep-
dispersion relations in frequency-wavenumber space. 19, 10. 12] This calculation tic. with maximal firings at the upper limits of excitatory or of excitatory and
requires the inclusion of global constraints, discussed in (B) above, inhibitory firings. The appearance of these extrema due to the centering
mechanism is clearly dependent on the nonlinearities present in the derivedMore specifically, the variational principle permits derivation of the Lagrangian, stressing competition and cooperation among excitatory and inhibi-Euler-Lagrange equations. These equations are then linearized about a given Larnisesn comeio an o rona gn h
local minima to investigate oscillatory behavior. Here, long ranged constraints tor interactions at columnar as well as at neuronal scales.
in the form of Lagrange multipliers J, were used to efficiently search for These number of minima are determined when the resolution of the con-
minima, corresponding to roots of the Euler-Lagrange equations. tours is commensurate with the resolution of columnar firings. i.e., on the order
of five to ten neuronal firing per columnar mesh point. Most important contri-
0=L-F= L- F ., 6 - b L~ butions to the probability distribution P come from ranges of the time-slice 8
fgIII G 2 M IG IGI and the "action" NL, such that ONL•1. By considering the contributions to
GI - M' c_ GI M +b GIM1b + h MG-_:c~IlG f l.MC. - G-the first and second moments of AM- for small time slices 0, conditions on the
+1fM ' '. JI GGG, time and variable meshes can be derived. [63.64]
MG=M6-<</M6>> .MGMG~~~~~~~~~~~M~~~~G~~~~  iM6(t + ~)-M 6 (t) >- ~g6( t) ~ ,
MG .M6 <GMG(t+0)-M (t)2>_g(t).
Ma=ReMo~,exPi-i (i_'r-wt], · =I (13)
G ~sc(~t)=S ~dw ose (Jw~expi( ~·-wt~lThe time slice is determined by </I/£)- 1 throughout the ranges of MG givingtMos c(_wM ow~expii(~.r-wtl] bytruhot rne the most important contributions to the probability distribution P. The vari-
wr=:J{-1.86 +2.38(p):- 2:_1.25i+1.51i((p)} . (8) able mesh, a function of M.G, is optimally chosen such that AMG is measuredGG'by the covariance g (diagonal in neocortex due to independence of E and IIt is calculated that 1/.~~~~~It is calculated that ~chemical interactions), or AMG (g GG )1/2 in the notation of the SMNI papers.
-I2 - -2 ....Wi102 sec . (9) For N~10 and L-10 /l-, it is reasonable to pick 0~r. Then it is calculatedE_~~~~~~which is equivalent to ~that that optimal meshes are AM ~7 and AM'~4, essentially the resolutionswhich is equivalent to used in the coarse contour plots.
v=w/(27r)=16 cps (Hz) (10) Since the extrema appear to lie fairly well along a line in the two-
as observed for the alpha frequency. dimensional M5-space. and since coefficients of slowly varying dMG/dt terms
The propagation velocity v is c lculat d from in the nonstationary L are noted to be small perturbations on L, [101 a solutionThe propagation velocity v is calculated from to the stationary probability distribution was hypothesized to be proportional to
v=dw/d_-l cm/sec , ~-30p, (11) exp(-</D). where 4== CIL_, the diffusion D=NI/7, and C a constant.
which tests the NN interactions. Thus, within 10- 1 sec, short-ranged interac- Ps1.1-~Ns,Žtg t1/2exp(-cI/D)tions over several minicolumns of 10- 1 cm may simultaneously interact with
long-ranged interactions over tens of cm, since the long-ranged interactions Ci C jdML '
are speeded by myelinated fibers affording velocities of 600-900 cm/sec. [56] D=N/r . (14)
In other words, interaction among different neocortical modalities, e.g., visual,
auditory, etc., may simultaneously interact within the same time scales, as Along the line of the extrema. for C-•1, this 4 is determined to be an'
observed. accurate solution to the full two-dimensional Fokker-Planck equation. [131
This propagation velocity is consistent with the observed movement of and a weak-noise high-barrier regime defined by A$/D>1. where Ad is the
attention [57] and with the observed movement of hallucinations across the difference in 4 from minima to maxima, can be assumed for further ana-
visual field, [58] of -1/2 mm/sec, about 5 times as slow as v. (i.e., the lyses. [65]
observed movement is - 8 msec/ . and a macrocolumn - mm processes 180' aP i GG'
of visual field.) Therefore, NN interactions may play some part, i.e.. within =--(g CP (15)at 2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~(5
several interations of interactions, in disengaging and orienting selective atten-
tion. This is extremely useful, as a linear stability analysis,
(G) Short-term-memory capacity. The most detailed and dramatic 'M--N 2L &6MG (16)
application of this theory has been to predict a stochastic mechanism underly-
ing the phenomena of human STM capacity, [11.13] transpiring on the order of shows that stability with respect to mesocolumnar fluctuations induced by
tenths of a second to seconds. limited to the retention of 7±2 items. [59] This several neurons changing their firings is determined by the second derivatives of
is true even for apparently exceptional memory performers who, while they may -0: [66] here this just measures the parabolic curvature of L at the extrema.
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Thus, all the extrema of the stationary Lagrangian are determined to be stable further exasperated by the real nature of physical systems. Not much time may
minima of the time-dependent dynamic system. Note however, that it is be available to optimally solve the problems defined in (A) and (B).
unlikely that a true potential exists over all Me-space. 167] Thus, larger sets of problems are defined by requiring algorithms to
This stationary solution is also useful for calculating the time of first pas- respond to problems in (A) and (B). but so constrained that they may not be
sage, tp, to fluctuate out of a valley in one minima over a peak to another able to always predict the absolutely best response. It may be necessary to
minima. settle for a "good" response.
2-1/2 (D) Fitting and Predicting Error. Noise and Risk Given the absence of~tv~ - ~ rN- 2 I L-~G'(<<'M>>J ~-(<<M>>v~~ ~perfect humans and of perfect machines, it is clear that any algorithm address-
ing the problems in (A). (B) and (C) require some degree of parametrization
xexp{ CNrL(<<M>>p)-L(<<M>>J)] . (17) and modeling. There exist some errors in attempting to match any algorithm
-2 to a given genuine complex physical system. In order to minimize these errors
It turns out that the values of rL-~10 for which the minima exist are just to within required tolerances, these errors must be quantified.
right to give tv, on the order of tenths a second for about 9 of the minimawighettogivon the m m of 1rde ent.a Theo9 o fther minima giveBy design of the targets or by design of the sensors, there also existswhen the maximum of 10-11 re present. The other minima give t on the some degree of background noise tending to thwart a completely deterministicorder of many seconds, which is large enough to cause hysteresis to dominate description of the target variables. This noise must be quantified, at least indescription of the target variables. This noise must be quantified, at least insingle jumps between other minima. 1111 Thus. 7+t2 is the capacity of STM,single ju ps between oth r minima. Thus 7±2 is the capacity of STM. order to assess a measure of credibility given to the identification of changingfor memories or new patterns which can be accessed in any order during tenths patterns of target variables.of a second, all as observed empirically. 160] (When the number of
neurons/minicolumn is taken to be -220. modeling visual neocortex, 11] then The size and complexity of real physical systems, and the response-time
the minima become deeper and sharper, consistent with sharper depth of pro- and computational constraints described in (C). dictate that without always
cessing, but several minima become isolated from the main group. This effect being able to make a best single decision, there exist elements of risk in any
might be responsible for the lowering of STM capacity for visual processing. response algorithm. This risk must be quantified, at least in order to assess
mentioned above.) the chances to be taken by alternative responses. The "expected gain" of any
response is the sum of products of each possible response multiplied by itsThis is a very sensitive calculation. If N were a factor of 10 larger, or if ss is asumi ide ec o response th ie sassociated risk, assuming independence among responses: otherwise, cross-rL_-0.1 at the minima, then tp is on the order of hours instead of tenths of correlations must be assessed and folded into this analysis.correlations must be assessed and folded into this analysis.seconds, becoming unrealistic for STM durations. Oppositely. if tp were much
smaller, i.e.. less than -5r, this would be inconsistent with empirical time Thus, larger sets of problems are defined by requiring algorithms to con-
scales necessary for formation of any memory trace. 1681 In this context, it is sistently include fits of variances (error. noise, risk) of all parameters in (A).
noted that the threshold factor of the probability distribution scales as (B) and (C). Only if variances are consistently fitted, can the mean values
(N'N) 1/2, demanding that both the macrocolumnar divergence and minicolum- (signals), approximately corresponding to the otherwise deterministic parame-
nar convergence of mesocolumnar firings be tested by these calculations. ters in the hypothetical absence of these variances, be extracted. Only if pastevents include these "2nd moment" fits, i.e.. only by fitting bona fide probabil-
Yin- Yang Processing of Information ity distributions, can the future be optimally predicted, albeit only with some
This theory demonstrates that, relatively independent of local (quantifiable) degree of statistical (un)certainty.
information-processing at the sub-microscopic synaptic and microscopic neu- 2. Method of Solution
ronal scales, there is statistical global processing of patterns of information at
the mesoscopic and macroscopic scales.thstoatisyemthe mesoscopic and macroscopic scales. (A) One Variable. One Cell There are three equivalent representations ofthis stochastic system.
This picture represents neocortex as a pattern-processing computer.
The underlying mathematical theory, i.e.. the path-integral approach, specifies For momentary simplicity, again consider the above "radar" grid, butowconsider only oeprmtr ~) njs n el ersnigjs na parallel-processing algorithm which statistically finds those parameter- now t vrbs sone parameter. M(t) in just one cell, representing just one
regions of firing which contribute most to the overall probability distribution: of the variables discussed in Section (A) or Section (B). The problem of
This is a kind of "intuitive" algorithm, globally searching a large multivariate determining the change of M within time t is
data base to find parameter-regions deserving more detailed local M(t+At)-M(t)=At fIM(t)]. (18)
information-processing. The derived probability distribution can be thought of
as a filter, or processor, of incoming patterns of information. This filter is where fsMa is some function to be fit, which describes how M is changing.orsmall enough Atadasmn otniyo ,ti sotnwitnaadaptive, as it can be modified as it interacts with previously stored patterns of For t and assuming continuity of M this is often written as
information, changing the mesoscopic synaptic parameters. . dMM=-=f. (19)
dtIV. APPLICATIONS OF BI TO C31
If background noise. /. is present, assumed to be Gaussian-Markovian
1. A Generic System ("white" noise), then this affects the description of changing M by
(A) Target Variables-Recognition In order to make the mathematics M= f .t 7more transparent. consider a grid defined within a given time epoch. where the
grid is to be conceived as a generalized "radar" screen, representing data being <r/(t)>,=0.
accumulated by multiple sensors. Each cell has information pertaining to <7(t),(t')>,=b(t-t') (20)
relocatable targets that may be moving between cells. Each "> " represents a where 2 is the (constant here) variance of the background noise. Here is
minimal set of targets, e.g.. clusters of targets, which have a number of associ- w e t e ( on ant va2i o tebakou ni re
ated variables. e.g.. coordinate position, velocity, acceleration, numbers of tar- assumed to have a zero mean. Eq. (20) is referred to as a Langevin rate-
gets within these categories, etc. The information collected within each time euation in the scientific literature.
epoch serves to define changes in these variables between neighboring epochs, Physicists and engineers, e.g.. in fluid mechanics. recognize an equivalent
both within each cell and between neighboring cells. "diffusion" equation to Eq. (20). defining a differential equation for the condi-
Thus, large sets of problems are defined by requiring algorithms to recog- tional probability distribution. PIM(t-iAt)I M(t)1. of finding M at the time
nize and parametrize changing patterns of these target variables. t-At, given its value at time t.
(B) Decision-Making Variables-Response It must also be assumed. if OP N(-fP) i 2( 22p)--= -- +-- -  ~~~~~~~~~~~~(21)objective responses to targets are required. that decision-making variables be at a 2 aM
defined and functionally parametrized. These variables may include properties
of actions to be taken, consistently scaled to match target variables, is known as a Fokker-Planck equation.
Thus, larger sets of problems are defined by requiring algorithms to Some physicists, e.g.. in elementary-particle physics. are familiar with
parameterize and to optimally allocate decision-making variables according to yet another representation of Eq. (20) or (21). For small time epochs, the con-
the perceived changing patterns of target variables defined in (A). It is also ditional probability P is
reasonable to expect that any algorithm for response. i.e.. in contradistinction PIM,+A,I M1=(2 rr 2 At)' 1 2 exp(-AtL).
to mere recognition, somehow consistently fold in the parameters of both (A) 2
and (B). L=(M-f) 2/(2g2). (22)
(C) Response- Time and Computational Constraints These problems are L is defined to be the Lagrangian. This representation for P permits a "glo-
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bal" path-integral description of the evolution of P from time to to a long time 1 G G G G 1 L= (M -h )g,,'( M -hJ)± -h -h G+R/ 6 V.t. i.e.. in contradistinction to the "local" differential Eq. (21). Labelling u inter- 2 2
mediate time epochs by s, i.e., t,=to-+sAt, in the limits lim.-o and limi,,-. .. ]
and assuming Mo=M(to) and M,=M(t-t,,,) are fixed, ' ]. M
aMG
PIlM,I Mj=f fdM,_,dM -2,. dM,0+,A hG G 1g-2/2 1/ 2 GG,
2dM h ~~~~~=g -- 'g (g g ),'.
xPIM,I M,_zAIP[M, _z, M,_2A,]x .. . PJM,+,I+l MIJ. gG.: (gGG')- ''
u~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~JG1J G
PIM,I M,j= f . . . fDMexp(- , AtL5) G . J det(gGG.),g, =g-,,,
-0O =h . 6rF hG=g-1/2. g11/ 2 G). s=D GrO g Gu u ~~ ~~~~~~~F L F L
DM=(2srg2At)-1/2] (2srgAt)_ 1 /2 dM5, ' FJ g F[JKLJ=Fg LFggg
JL JL JK ,s=- R=gt RjL =g g JKRFJKL.
N 1
fdM 5- E AM..Mo=M,,. M =.,:M, (23) RFK,=-(gFKJ--gK.FL-ga.,K+gFK)+gMN(rF~rJL-rrFJ).~ 'o' ~ ~, (23) 2 ' ' GG' (25)
o~:1GG' Note that the variance g is the GG'-matrix inverse of the G-space metric
where a labels the range of N values of M. For notational simplicity, the R is calculated to be the Riemannian curvature scalar, and is thegG~' RJ CICQCis U calclatdte teRiemannianldl curvature scallar adll jK i hindices s and a often will be dropped in the following, but these time and range affine connection in this space.
discretizations must of course be explicitly programmed in all actual numerical (C) Many Cells For many cells i.e. A cells indexed by , the pathcalculations, f~~~~~~~~~~~~~~CJ Many Cells For many cells, i.e.. A cells indexed by v. the pathcalculations. integral in Eq. (25) is further generalized. essentially by expanding the parame-
There are some advantages to the path-integral representation over its ter space from the set {G) to the set IG.v).
equivalent Fokker-Planck and rate-equation representations. For example, Constraints may be placed on variables by adding them to the potentialConstraints may be placed on variables by adding them to the potentialthere exists a variational principle wherein a set of Euler-Lagrange differential e.g as JM with Lagrange multipliers 
equations exist for the Lagrangian L. directly yielding those values or trajec- V e.g. as JM" with Lagrange multipliers J,.
tories of M which give the largest contribution to the probability distribution P. If a prepoint-discretization rule is adopted, transforming from the
midpoint-discretized Feynman L5 and to defineBecause P is a bona fide probability distribution, there exist Monte Carlo Gnr Gyan ' G Gand
numerical algorithms, sampling the M-space without having to calculate all M ()=(M -M )/t. M ()M t,. and =. then a simpler
values of M at all intermediate time epochs from to to t to find P. This expression is obtained for the Lagrangian. one in which the Riemannian terms
numerical algorithm also has the nice feature of avoiding traps in local minima are not explicitly present.
when there are deeper minima to be had, representing more probable states. 1 G a G'," G',
This is so useful that noise is sometimes artificially added to otherwise deter- L =-'(M -g )gGG-,[(M -g --V(26)
ministic systems, e.g.. as in simulated annealing I69] to derive optimum circui-
try on chips. by hypothesizing a cost function similar to the potential 4 in Eq. However, although P is invariant under this transformation ' does not pos-
(14) in Section Ill. More efficient simulated annealing algorithms for finding a sess the variational principle possessed by the Feynman Lagrangian L. so that
global minimum of a cost function or set of data have been discussed by Harold if the prepoint-discretized L/ and j are used to fit the data, then some tests
Szu at this conference. must still be made to see how efficiently the path integral can be calculated
In practice. some of these benefits are often illusory. Monte Carlo using L instead of f to globally scan the data.
methods are notoriously poor for most nonstationary systems with multiple Eq. (25) (or first its equivalent prepoint discretization) will be fit to the· . ~ ~ ~~~~Ga G 'v'minima. However, a new method has been developed for explicitly solving the data by assuming functional forms for Vs , gs and gs . The convergence
path integral, thereby obtaining the dynamic evolution of all states (minima) of of L or L ' is expected to be quite good. I.e., even polynomial forms for g66 'u~ .~tLY i xet t qt go. Ie. .vnplnma om o ,the system. [63.64] This cannot be done with the differential equation represen- and gs with coefficients to be fit, define a Pad rational aproxim a te to L
tations. Calculating P via the path integral facilitates the inclusion of boundary usually giving better convergence than obtained for gs or gs separately.
conditions, and the new methods also can take advantage of the Gaussian- Also, note that L, is a single scalar function to be fit.
Markovian nature of the system to produce an efficient numerical algorithm. g G XG . XaMG X G'G'MG M + ..-
(B) Many Nonlinear Variables It is possible to formulate Langevin equa- G G
tions generalized from Eq. (20). gGG. Y"GG+ YGG.. M YGG'G M ' M +
M GfG+ G Gj. .Ga', Ga' > Ga
M = + M .=M -<< >> (27)
i=1. · -- .E. Once the parameters {X. Y,<<M>>} are fit, the theory is ready to track
G=1, .· .. (24) or predict. Science is not only empiricism. Modeling and chunking of informa-
tion is required, not only for aesthetics, but also to reduce required computa-
where G corresponds to any number of O variables, e.g.. target and decision- tional resources of brains as well as machines.
MG 9^making variables in {IA) and {lB), fG and iG~ are arbitrarily nonlinear functionsof any or all M. and of t, and the index i corresponds to recognizing that 3. Future Research and Development.... ~~~~~~~~~~Gthere can be many different sources contributing to the variance of M . The,G Given a complex system possessing many variables. I believe it appropri-time of evaluation of gsi during s-epochs intermediate between to and t. F. ate to initially apply some non-parametric statistical methods as a coarsebetween ts and ts+1=ts+A~t, must now be explicitly prescribed. Unless other-between t, and t,,,, t,-+At, ust now be explicitly prescribed. Unless oth er- ."macroscopic" filter to discover, even in real time, some systematics of thewise specified, a midpoint Stratonovich rule will be chosen here, using
G( T )= 1 G" + MG . G( G+, G~l~t system. An example is mentioned in the next Section V.
M~G~r,) (M., -F _M M (Ts)=(MG+I-M ~ )/ At . and ~=ts+t/2· ThisM( MM )= (Ma+ +At/2. T These macroscopic systematics can form the basis of a first-order set of
choice is consistent with other physical systems, and allows the use of standard trial functions for a "mesoscopic" filter, e.g., modeled as a parametric non-
calculus in Eq. (24). linear nonequilibrium Gaussian Markovian statistical mechanics. as discussed
The path integral generalized from Eq. (23) is written as above. [25] This filter can be used to ascertain just what scope of the underly-
ing variable space should be allocated further detailed, more expensive and
P=f . . .f DMexp(- EAtLJ), time-consuming processing by relatively microscopic algorithms. Or. this
mesoscopic filter may be sufficient. e.g.. for "shotgun" responses to clusters ofs=0. etargets.
DM=gl/ (2srAt)2t) g: 2 II (2rAt)-1/2dM . The final level of detailed processing most likely needs to be performed by
-=1 G=1 a "microscopic" fine filter which is not explicitly dependent on macroscopic or
NC mesoscopic properties. Markovian or Gaussian properties generally are only
f dM>._ E AMG .MM GMG MG G.nn. appropriate and useful for aggregates of microscopic details. Typically, specific
aS M." Mcomplex systems at the microscopic level exhibit even fewer typical features
than the typically novel features discovered even at the mesoscopic level.
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My work in neuroscience discussed above suggests an approach for imple- overwhelming resources in, or not in, his favor, etc. He chooses one of previ-
menting the mesoscopic filter into hardwiring. Consider each cell of the ously established Lagrangians which is a coarse description of his present
"radar" screen above now be represented as one v-cell at a given time labeled engagement, and sets the initial time boundary condition according to his2 Gby s. Each circle consists of -10 on-off bits, representing N a-states of present data.
one G-variable MG. in that v-cell at time s, which therefore represents a field He chooses some time in the future when he feels he will be called on to
rather than a simple binary node. Each circle statistically reacts to the other make a judgement with regard to the deployment of his resources. He uses a
circles in that cell and in vNN cells at time s-1, according to an algorithm small computer to determine the distribution of his variables at the future time.
encoded in each v-cell. Long-ranged constraints might be added by superim- Most likely, he will obtain several possible likely states. with varying degrees of
posing (magnetic) fields, i.e., modeling the Js6, constraints described in Section first moments ("probability") and second moments ("risk").
(2C) above. He might do this for several alternative initial parameter settings, espe-
cially if he can exercise some immediate control of their values, thereby obtain-V, COMBAT SIMULATIONS V.COBA3SMUATON ing another possible set of future states of the engagement. He also might
An important class of problems confronting C31 systems concerns how to have to fold in some constraints, in the form of Lagrange multipliers, to accom-
pass through enough, but not too much, timely information to decision-makers modate orders he has received from a higher command. He could also use the
to permit them to assess the overall "macroscopic" nature of detailed "micros- associated Euler-Lagrange variational equations to determine the most likely
copic" operations unfolding in time. Similarly, there must also be a reasonable trajectory that his resources would follow enroute from his present state to his
information-conduit through which their macroscopic decisions can be effec- selected future state.
tively implemented at the microscopic level.tively implemented at the microscopic level. Thus, the commander has obtained a valuable source of information to
It is proposed that modern methods of nonlinear nonequilibrium statisti- aid him in making decisions, and in determining sets of orders of constraints
cal mechanics be utilized to approach such problems, not just to merely model which he should pass down to his subordinates. Conversely, his subordinates,
abstract scenarios. Basically, this approach seeks to define a "mesoscopic" by aggregating their data into the specified order parameters, can communicate
scale, established between the microscopic and macroscopic scales, specifically information to their commander in a language readily accessible to his
appropriate to each C31 system: nonlinear multivariate functions describing decision-making process.
drifts (trends) and diffusions (risks) must be sought. This requires trial and
error, intelligence and creativity, and much experience to be gained by dealing REFERENCES
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